Wayne the Main Brain – Cancel Bowl 2007 – Tossups

1. Lenny Bruce, Marilyn Monroe, Karl Marx, Bob Dylan, Marlene Dietrich, Oscar Wilde, and Marlon Brando are some of the people featured. It was meant to fold out, and trinkets such as a moustache, and badges were originally supposed to be included. The British Royal Coat of Arms is prominently shown, and several people were either removed or obscured. It was famously spoofed in a Simpsons episode. For ten points, name this album that was released forty years ago on June 2. 
Answer: Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band. 

2. This former child star appeared in small roles on several televisions shows such as E.R. and Freaks and Geeks before getting his big break. He cites Jon Voigt as one of his foremost influences and did his first nude scene in the 2006 film Bobby. He had several small roles in movies such as Charlie’s Angels: Full Throttle and I, Robot. For 10 points, name this film star that recently appeared in films such as Disturbia and Transformers, but is most well known for being on The Disney Channel show Even Stevens. 
Answer:  Shia Labeuof

3. Ed Konetchy in 1912 and Greg Gagne (GON-yay) in 1986 have accomplished this feat twice in one game. Gagne did it in the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome, where the Brewers’ Prince Fielder did it in June, 2007 after Twins outfielder Lew Ford lost the ball in the roof. Usually requiring an awkward bounce or fielding mistake (but not an error) and a fast base-runner, for ten points what is this rare method of clearing the bases which Ichiro Suzuki displayed in the 2007 All-Star game?
Answer: Inside the Park Home Run

4. This television program premeired January 3, 1956 and ran for another eight years. Admist fashion commentary and thinly veiled advertising segments, it was one of the earliest game shows aimed at women. For ten points, identify this game show hosted by Jack Bailey, the show consisted of four women who would tell touching stories about adversity in their lives, and would vie to be given a red robe, flowers, a crown and the honor of being this title.
Answer: Queen for a Day

5. This Newberry Medal winning book takes place in California, although most of the other books by its author take place in Oregon. It is not part of a series, although its sequel Strider was released years later. The protagonist, Leigh Botts, is struggling with his parent’s divorce and wants to be a writer. For 10 points name this story by Beverly Clearly that begins with letters to a famous author, the title character, that never appears.
Answer: Dear Mr. Henshaw

6. It is the nickname of the United States’ national Australian Football team, a 2003 album by Christian Rock band YFriday, a chain of vodka bars based in Manchester, England, and a documentary of San Francisco in 1968. It was also a 1985 film featuring Al Pacino as a fur trapper. The soccer team of this name has never won an MLS cup, but contains national-teamers Steve Ralston and Taylor Twellman. For ten points, give this common word, also the original name for the Nintendo Wii (WE), and a word known to gamers as following “Dance Dance.”
Answer: Revolution 

7. Focusing on targeting “real engagers” as viewers, this network’s programming will include a show on oil riggers, and a show tentatively titled “Outlaw Chasers,” about renegade tornado pursuants. Also in the prospective lineup are a show featuring John Waters titled “Til Death Do Us Part,” and a live one hour talk show, “Star Jones.” Maintaining 6 hours of live courtroom coverage during the day and shows such as the new “Bounty Girls” and holdover “Forensic Files” in the evening, for ten points name this network which will replace Court TV in January.
Answer: truTV

8. This 1994 show was canceled after one season, yet has established a large devoted following. Taking place at Liberty High School, it followed a fifteen year old girl being a teenager. The father of the main character was listed in TV Guide’s “Best TV Dad’s of All Time”. For ten points each, name the show that made you wonder if “Cousin Tito was ever really going to show up” which starred Jared Leto and Claire Danes.
Answer: My So-Called Life

9. He immigrated from Russia, but lost his family in the voyage to America. After being nursed back to health by Henri, he begins his tenure working in a sweatshop and befriends Tony and his Irish Activist girlfriend Bridget. His main goal in the film is returning to his family, who are also looking for him. For ten points, name the main character in the 1986 film, an allegory about the conditions of immigrants coming to America, An American Tail.
Answer: Fievel Mousekewitz

10. A baker by profession, this ESPY-winner was ineligible for postseason play his senior year because he had played only one regular-season game against the Spencerport Rangers. Coach Jim Johnson allowed him that one game despite his not having any varsity experience. He finished the season, and that game, with twenty points after tying a school-record of 6 three-pointers made. Afterward came the Oprah appearance, meeting the president, and the movie executive produced by Magic Johnson. For ten points, name this 18-year old who attended Greece Athena high school and captured national fame with his twenty points in four minutes, despite being diagnosed with autism.
Answer: Jason McElwain or J-Mac

11. This televised event received high ratings in the United States and was broadcast on NBC. Bryan Adams was asked not to play the show, while several artists such as Queen’s Brian May, Keane and Michael Jackson who were asked to play did not. Artists featured were Fergie, Lily Allen, Josh Groban and Elton John while David Beckham introduced. Money went to charities such as Sentebolo which helps people with AIDS in Lesotho. For ten points name this memorial concert that occurred July 1, 2007.
Answer: Concert for Diana

12. The very first collapsible forms of these were invented in Ancient China. You shouldn’t worry or fret, but you should let your smile be this for you. Sting sings in a police song that although it’s big enough, he still always ends up getting wet.. In the Hollies song “Bus Stop” love grows under one of these after a lady asks the singer to share it with her. For 10 points, name this object used as the title for the 2007 summer hit by the singer Rhianna.
Answer: Umbrella

13. Productions within this movie include the porno “Pavlov’s Dong,” “Bonnie and Clyde the Musical,” and the television sitcom “Honey and the Beaze.” Also within the film, Cher’s new boyfriend is revealed to be Frankie Muniz. Taking place in Los Angeles and Martha’s Vinyard, Bob tries to romance his internet girlfriend May while Walt attempts to begin an acting career. For ten points, both Greg Kinnear and Matt Damon’s characters have something to hide in what 2003 Farrelly brothers movie about conjoined twins?
Answer: Stuck on You

14. The first and third quarters went scoreless, though the fourth quarter saw a total of 37 points, starting with Antowain Smith’s two yard run two plays in. Adam Vinatieri made only one of three field goal attempts, and Jake Delhomme set a record for the longest Super Bowl play from scrimmage with an 85 yard pass to Mushin Muhammed. The Panthers went 0 for 2 on two-point conversions, however – a margin which cost them the game. For ten points, Vinatieri’s made field goal was his second championship-winner in two years for the Patriots in what February 1, 2004 game that was widely overshadowed by a wardrobe malfunction at halftime?
Answer: Super Bowl XXXVIII (38)

15. This activity was first pronounced illegal by legislature passed in 1835 in the United Kingdom although nowadays it is illegal in most countries with the exception of Japan and several Latin American countries. It most likely dates back to earlier than the 16th century and was recently called “dastardly” by Senator Byrd of West Virginia. For ten points, name this activity that led to Falcons’ star Michael Vick’s indictment.
Answer: Dogfighting

16. She was ranked the seventh most powerful Canadian in Hollywood in 2006. Subject to many image changes, and several recent plagiarism controversies, this singer sports two tattoos and is a sometimes vegetarian. Recently wed to sk8r boi Deryck Whillbily of Sum 41, for ten points what songstress has nine top ten hits, yet wonders why you had to go make things so “complicated”, because she wants to be your “Girlfriend”.
Answer: Avril Lavigne

17. This French actress was born in 1953 and first appeared in the United States in 1980 in the box office flop “Heaven’s Gate”. Despite the failed first American Appearance she has considerable critical acclaim. As an actress, she has had the most films appear in the Cannes competition. For ten points, name this actress starring in such films as “La Pianiste”, who is among with Vanessa Redgrave, Helen Mir and Barbara Hershey one of the only actresses to win Best Interpretation at the Cannes for more than once. 
Answer: Isabelle Hubbert 

18. The singles gold medalist in women’s tennis at the 2004 Olympics, she became the first woman to withdraw from the final of a major tournament in the 2006 Australian Open. Known for her backhand and the winner of four of the last 5 French Opens, from 2003-2004 she defeated countrywoman Kim Kleijsters three times in finals to win a French Open, a US Open, and an Australian Open. For ten points, name this Belgian 25-year old, the current top-ranked women’s tennis player.
Answer: Justine Henin

19. Hailing from Belleville, Illinois, this band formed from the remaining members of the high school friend band The Primitives. The name of the band’s first album is memorialized as the title of a music magazine, No Depression, and they are still thought of one of the founding bands of the genre Alternative Country. For 10 points, name this mid nineties band, whose members include Jay Farrar and Jeff Tweedy, who post break up would form the band Wilco. 
Answer: Uncle Tupelo

20. The name’s the same: It named a regionally available McDonalds burger with two beef patties, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes and mayonnaise from the late 90s. Of the two more common versions, the biggest sport-related one was $19,909.60 in 1973, and the minimum possible game-show one is $5. For ten points, what is this term for choosing two consecutive winners in a day of horse racing, borrowed by Merv Griffin to title the solo wagers that contestants face three times an episode on Jeopardy!
Answer: Daily Double 

21. Her past legal problems include a 1990 arrest for prostitution, for which she served 18 months, and the federal government freezing over a half million dollars in October 2006 in relation to money laundering and more prostitution. Her business advertised in a University of Maryland paper, as well as the Washington City Paper. For ten points, over 10,000 phone numbers were released by what head of Pamela Martin and Associates, a resident of California despite her nickname?
Answer: Deborah Jeane Palfrey OR D.C. Madam

22. Thomas Jefferson, Ben Franklin and Dolley Madison are all said to have enjoyed this although the first use probably dates back as far to Mesopotamia. It’s popularity in the United States is partly because of prohibition, but Australia and New Zealand are thought to be the largest consumers per capita.  For ten points name this summer staple which according to Sarah Maclachlan your love is better than, and has been delighting consumers with flavors in companies such as Ben and Jerry’s and Haagen-daaz.
Answer: Ice Cream

23. In this best selling book, the fourth chapter is entitled “Mind Your Own Business”. The book, often full of anecdotal evidence describes the author’s childhood in Hawaii and the lessons gleaned there. One of the central themes is the difference between an asset and a liability. For ten points, name this first book by Robert Kiyosaki that describes the lessons he learned from two men.
Answer: Rich Dad, Poor Dad

24. Based on the novel by Gigi Levangie Grazer, also starring in this mini series were Joe Mantenga, Mirando Otto, and Judy Davis. First opening with a request to find out what songs were on Julia Robert’s ipod, for ten points name the mini series that aired on USA in May 2007 and tells that story of Gracie Kagan who has to start a new life in California after being divorced via cellphone, starring Debra Messing. 
Answer: The Starter Wife





Boni:

1. If John Edward can do it why can’t you? For ten points name these recent communicating with the afterlife television show characters. 
(10)Played by Amber Tamblyn, this high school student and title character communicates with God.
Answer: Joan Giradi (accept Joan of Arcadia)
(10) Another title character this time played by Eliza Dushku repeats the same day over to save those she can
Answer. Tru Davies
(10) Jenifer Love Hewitt stars as a newlywed who delivers the recently deceased messages as this character in A Ghost Whisperer
Answer. Melinda Gordon (accept either)

2. For ten points each, identify these classic movies produced by David O. Selznick.

(10) Often considered Selznick’s epic, this 1939 film was based on a novel by Margaret Mitchell. 
Answer: Gone With The Wind
(10) Selznick produced this 1940 Best Picture directed by Alfred Hitchhock and based on a novel by Daphne Du Maurier.
Answer: Rebecca
(10) In this 1946 film, Selznick’s wife Jennifer Jones plays the half-native American Pearl who stirs tension among the brothers Lewt and Jesse. 
Answer: A Duel In The Sun

3. Anatomy Lesson! After being given a list of a band’s singles, please supply the body part featured in the band’s title. (Bandname is acceptable if we are confused)
10) Idioteque, 2+2=5, Creep
Answer: Radiohead
10) Young Pilgrims, Caring is Creepy, New Slang
Answer: The Shins
10) She Don’t Use Jelly, Mr. Ambulance Driver, Do You Realize
Answer: The Flaming Lips

4. In honor of the best way to celebrate Bastille day, answer these questions about French wine for ten points each.
(10) This French wine from the Bordeaux region had slowing sales after the main character in the movie Sideways said he didn’t like it.
Answer: Merlot
(10) From this French vineyard region, this type of wine is associated with celebrations and was the name of a 1928 Alfred Hitchcock film.
Answer: Champagne
(10) This red wine from the Burgundy wine region is the one that was praised throughout the wine tasting in the movie Sideways.
Answer. Pinot Noir




5. 40-30-20-10-1, name the college.

(40) Students go there.
(30) Alumni include Jason Elam and the Nuggets’ Anthony Carter. Basketball and volleyball teams play in the Stan Sherriff center.
(20) The 2004 Intercollegiate Sailing Association champions, this team generally plays in the WAC, and the campus hosts one professional football game each year.
(10) After a complaint from the men’s football team, men’s athletic teams are allowed to choose their own nickname. Women’s teams are known as the Rainbow Wahine. (Wa-HEE-nay).
(1) This is the only Univeristy in Hawai’i to compete in division I athletics.
Answer: University of Hawai’i

6. Answer these questions about sports from Seinfeld on a 5-10-20-30 basis.

(5) Putty is accused by Elaine of being a face-painter as he supports this NHL team.
Answer: New Jersey Devils

(5) George held this position for several years with the Yankees
Answer: Assistant to the Traveling Secretary (if the team answers Body Suit Man, the team is wrong because he only did it for one day, but award them a bonus point for being awesome)

(X) When working as a ball man at the U.S. Open, Kramer collides with this player during the final in her first tournament after a lengthy hiatus
Answer: Monica Seles

(X) Elaine hosts Jean-Paul, a runner from this country, for the New York City marathon.
Answer: Trinidad and Tobago

7. Several songs are about girls-or one girl in particular. For ten points, when given a lyric from a song, give the girl’s name that in the song title. You receive five points if you need the band. 
10)“Seashell eyes, windy smile calls me/ So I sing a song of love for…”
5) The Beatles
Answer: Julia
10) “And you can see daisies in her footsteps/ Dandelions, Butterflies/ I wanna be…”
5) Ben Folds Five
Answer: Kate
10) “I’m so glad your mine/ We’ll be together a long time”
5) Weezer
Answer: Jamie








8.  Football plus Birmingham, Alabama minus the Crimson Tide or Auburn equals failure. For the stated number of points…

(20) Birmingham had (that’s past tense) teams in the World Football League, USFL, World League of American Football, Canadian Football League, and XFL. For ten points each, match any two of those leagues to the team in Birmingham.
Answers:
WFL – Birmingham Americans or Birmingham Vulcans
USFL – Birmingham Stallions
WLAF – Birmingham Fire
CFL – Birmingham Barracudas
XFL – Birmingham Thunderbolts

(10) Birmingham currently hosts what postseason Bowl game, featuring a Conference USA team against alternatively a Big East team or a Mid-America Conference team? It will be the only bowl game at the end of the 2007 season ending in dot com.
Answer: Papajohns.com Bowl

9. Name these Osteichthyes films for ten points each.

10) This 1988 Best Picture winner stars John Cleese, Jamie Lee Curtis and Kevin Kline as they play Londoners who conspire to commit murder
Answer: A Fish Called Wanda
10) Directed by Tim Burton, this 2003 movies stars Albert Finney, Ewan MacGregor, and Helena Bonham Carter in a magical film about stories and family.
Answer: Big Fish
10) Based on the S.E. Hinton novel, this 1983 Francis Ford Coppola film stars Matt Dillon, Diane Lane and Mickey Rourke with another coming of age story about life on the streets.
Answer: Rumble Fish

10. Identify these former University of Arizona basketball players, FTP each.

(10) This Wizards guard is known for his number 0, and was the NBA’s most improved player in the 2002-2003 season.
Answer: Gilbert Arenas

(10) Currently a Laker, his dad attended UCLA and played for Portland, the San Diego Clippers, and Boston. He’s lauded for having mastered basketball fundamentals.
Answer: Luke Walton

(10) Nicknamed the Jet, this Mavericks guard sleeps in the shorts of the opposing team the night before a game. He was suspended for a game during the 2006 playoffs for punching Michael Finley in the groin.
Answer: Jason Terry





11.  In honor of Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, answer these questions about Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone.

(5) What professor was hiding Voldemort in his turban throughout the school year?
Answer: Quirrell

(10) Harry visits what building first (not counting the Leaky Cauldron) during his initial visit to Diagon Alley?
Answer: Gringotts Bank 

(15) For three points each, name five of the seven obstacles that were set up to protect the Sorcerer’s Stone by Hagrid and Professors Sprout, Flitwick, McGonagall, Quirrell, Snape, and Dumbledore.
Answers: (accept rough equivalents) 
Fluffy the 3-headed dog (accept either), 
Devil’s Snare, 
Flying Keys, 
Enchanted Chess pieces, 
A Troll
7 Potions and a Logic problem (accept things that are close)
Mirror of Erised

12. Times are hard when you’re a first season show. For ten points each, name the show that was canceled within the past year.
10) The ABC show was canceled due to poor ratings. Originally billed as crime drama it explored the relationship between people who were all held up in a bank robbery.
Answer: The Nine
10) With ABC loving stories about strangers, this recently canceled series involves six people living in New York City who are strangely interrelated.
Answer: Six Degrees
10) Although not canceled, this program needs to break the spinoff curse. Part of ABC’s fall lineup is this show, starring Kate Walsh, as she leaves Seattle Grace to start a new life in sunny L.A.
Answer: Private Practice

13. For ten points each, identify these coming-of-babe stories.
10) 2007, Allison and Ben are a one night stand who then try to start a relationship when it turns out Allison is pregnant. 
Answer: Knocked Up
10) 1995, Child psychologist Samuel gets his longterm ballet teacher girlfriend Rebecca pregnant and consequently has to change his commitment phobic life style amid laughs.
Answer: Nine Months
10) After teenager Kee gets pregnant, Theo must team up with his ex wife Miriam in order to bring the first baby born in eighteen years to safety.
Answer: Children of Men





14. For ten points a pop (it’s a pun!), name these tried-but-failed sodas.

(10) Launched in 2002, this green, caffeinated citrus drink’s slogan was “Turn your thirst upside down.”
Answer: dnL

(10) Appearing in the early 90s, “you’ve never seen a taste like this” caffeine-free drink, though as Peter Griffin notes, it’d be good for seeing someone attacking you with a knife through the glass.
Answer: Crystal Pepsi

(10) This grape-flavored Mountain Dew variety was released for Halloween, 2004. It was poorly received because it tasted bad, and you can’t get it anymore.
Answer: Mountain Dew Pitch Black

15. VISUAL BONUS! Given three flags, identify the fictional nations for ten points each, or 5 points if you need the pop-culture reference that these flags are from.

A: 5-point clue – homestarrunner.com
(10/5) Answer: Strongbadia

B: 5-point clue – Coming to America
(10/5) Answer – Zaamunda

C: 5-point clue – Bananas
(10/5) Answer – San Marcos

16. Are you part of the crowd? Given a top ten list category, try and guess what’s #1. If you’re right, you’ll get 10 points. And each spot you’re off by, you’ll lose a point. So if you guess the #10 spot, you get 1 point. And if you’re below #10, you don’t get anything.

(10) Top 10 searches on Yahoo! In 2006.
Answers: (10 points) Britney Spears
(9)  WWE
(8) Shakira
(7) Jessica Simpson
(6) Paris Hilton
(5) American Idol
(4) Beyonce Knowles
(3) Chris Brown
(2) Pamela Anderson
(1) Lindsey Lohan








(10) Top 10 Lowest team payrolls in Major League Baseball
Answers: (10 points) Tampa Bay Devil Rays (accept either)
(9) Florida Marlins (accept either)
(8) Washington Nationals (accept either)
(7) Pittsburgh Pirates (accept either)
(6) Arizona Diamondbacks (accept either)
(5) Colorado Rockies (accept either)
(4) San Diego Padres (accept either)
(3) Cleveland Indians (accept either)
(2) Kansas City Royals (accept either)
(1) Texas Rangers (accept either)

(10) Top 10 McDonalds sandwiches by calories, according to the McDonalds website.
Answers: (10 points) Double Quarter Pounder with Cheese (740)
(9) Premium Crispy Chicken Club (660)
(8) Premium Crispy Chicken Ranch BLT (600)
(7) Premium Grilled Chicken Club (570)
(6) Big Mac (540)
(5) Premium Grilled Chicken Ranch BLT (520)
(4 – tie) Quarter Pounder with Cheese (510)
(4 – tie) Big and Tasty with Cheese (510)
(2) Premium Crispy Chicken Classic (500)
(1) Big and Tasty (460)

17. For 10 points each, answer these questions about mid nineties r&b.
(10) The duet recorded by Brandy and Monica was featured on both of their albums and was about them vying for a man’s affections (or maybe his last name).
Answer: The Boy is Mine
(10) Her song “Are You That Somebody” was the theme to the Dr. Dolittle movie, and was a hit that made her a household name years before her tragic plane crash in the Bahamas
Answer: Aaliyah
(10)Supposedly the best selling singer of the 1990s, she had hits with “Dreamlover” and “Fantasy” and collaborated with Jay-Z for “Heartbreaker”
Answer: Mariah Carey

18.  Identify these people or groups who became famous via the internet, aided by  someone else’s actions, for ten points each.

(10) Schoolmates of Ghyslain Raza distributed a video of him wielding a golf ball retriever, leading to this nickname – he eventually settled for over $350,000 Canadian in damages.
Answer: Star Wars Kid

(10) This Moldovan band found their song “Dragosta Din Tei” to be a sudden hit after Gary Brolsma danced and lip-synched to it, under the video name of “Numa Numa.”
Answer: O-Zone

(10) “My Box in a Box,” a response to Andy Sandberg and Justin Timberlake’s “A Special Christmas Gift.” was created by this persona- the image of Melissa Lamb and the voice of Leah Kauffman. 
Answer: Bunny

19. In honor of scaring ourselves silly as children, for ten points each when given a title say if it’s a Goosebumps novel, and Are you Afraid of the Dark Episode, Both or Neither for ten points each. 
(10) Legend of the Lost Legend
Answer: Goosebumps
(10) The Tale of the Curious Camera
Answer: Are you Afraid of the Dark
(10) The Legend of the Incomplete Painting
Answer: Neither

20. In honor of “chick lit” answer these related questions for ten points each.
(10)  This book series by Meg Cabot was also made into a movie starring Anne Hathaway and Julie Andrews
Answer: The Princess Diaries
(10) In one of the biggest plagiarism scandals of the year, this Harvard freshmen allegedly “borrowed” passages from The Princess Diaries for her novel How Opal Mehta Got Kissed, Got Wild, and Got a Life.
Answer: Kaavya Viswanathan
(10) This Disney movie’s screenplay was orginally written by Meg Cabot, about a physics student turned ice skater starring Michelle Trachtenberg
Answer: Ice Princess

21. To keep the animators from getting cramps, animated films are not only not done live, but also generally kept fairly short. Identify these animated films of this decade that clock in at under 90 minutes, 5-10-15.
(5) At 87 minutes, this July 2007 release has been overly hyped – there’s even a spider-pig. He does whatever a spider-pig does.
Answer: The Simpsons Movie

(10) A mere 76 minutes long was this 2004 film was called the last Disney 2D animated film, but that plan has changed. It earned a PG rating because of a comment about Maggie’s udders being real.
Answer: Home on the Range

(15) At a whopping 74 minutes, this TV spinoff from 2004 featured voice talent of Nathan Lane, Kelsey Grammer, Debra Jo Rupp, Jerry Stiller, Paul Ruebens, and Shaun Fleming as the protagonist’s master, Leonard Helperman.
Answer: Teacher’s Pet






22. A television staple that is as old as…television staples, is the marriage drama. For ten points each, name the husband in the married pairs.
10) The husband of Samantha in Bewitched was played by both Dick York, and Dick Sargent and was an advertising executive.
Answer: Darrin Stephen
10) Played by Larry Hagman, he was Jeannie’s astronaut husband in I Dream of Jeannie and was almost exclusively referred to by her as “master”.
Answer: Captain Anthony “Tony” Nelson. 
10) Played by Fred Gywnne, this head of the Munster family enjoyed his life with his vampiric wife Lily, and their werewolf son Eddie.
Answer: Herman Munster
23. Here’s a quirky baseball bonus. Given a statistic and position, name the team the player who played that position and led the major leagues in that statistic in 2006 played for, for ten points. If you need the player’s name, you’ll get 3 points. I thought about giving 5, but it’s really just naming what team players play for. 

(10) Runs Batted In, First Base
(3) Ryan Howard
Answer: Philadelphia Phillies (accept either)

(10) Stolen bases, Shortstop
(3) Jose Reyes
Answer: New York Mets

(10) Runs scored, Outfielder
(3) Grady Sizemore
Answer: Cleveland Indians

24. For six points each, identify the next-door neighbors of these TV families.
(6) The Simpsons
Answer: Ned/Maude/Rod/Todd/Grandma Flanders (also accept either of Ruth Powers)

(6) Boy Meets World’s Matthews family
Answer: George Feeney

(6) Home Improvement’s Taylor family
Answer: Wilson W. Wilson

(6) Full House’s Tanner family
Answer: Kimmy Gibbler (accept either)

(6) Grounded for Life’s Finnerty family.
Answer: Brad O’Keefe (accept either)


